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Notifications submitted under ArticleXVI

The following statements have bee received from the Governmentsof Austia.

Finland, Norway, Rhodesia and Nyasaand, Sweden and the United Kingdom:

AUSTRIA

Notification of 26 Tune 1958

Austria does not grant any subsidies either for exports or for imports auoh
as would fall within the scope of Article XVI of the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade.

Notification of 10 May 1958

Since the last notification on 15 January 1958 (L/660/Add.5) no changes
have taken place in -the system of subsidization in Finland.

NORWAY

Notification of 11 June 1958

No subsidies subject to notification under Article XVI have been granted
or maintained in Norway.

FEDRATION OF RHODESIA ANDNYASALAND

Notification of 12-Na 1958

Since 1 May 1958 the Federation has not maintained any measures falling
within the scope of Article XVI of the General Agreement. On that date the
subsidy to the jute grain bag industry in the Federation, notified tQ contracting
parties on 1 August 1956 (L/4-80/iidd.2), ceased to have effect.

SWEDENNotificationof14_ 16

There have. beenJune 1958 Therehavebeennochanges in Swedish export subsidies since the notification
of 22 November 1957 (L/660/Add.3).
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Notification of 11 Tune 1958

This notification replaces and brings up to date the notification dated

12 Septembre 1957contained in L/660/Add.1
Food and Agricultural Subsidies

1. As wa indicated in the previous submission, the policy of providing
support to home agriculture under specific schemes of assistance was continued
in 1957/58. The cost of support in that year is estimated to have been
L289.4 million. Price control is maintained only on milk.

2. Broadly similar arrangements will apply in 1958/59.

3. As Her Majesty's Government announced after the annual Review 1958, the
main objective of United Kingdom production policy continues to be that pro-
duction should be more economic In the words of the White Paper "Annual
Review and Determination of Guarantees, 1958" (Cmnd. 390):

"This means striving for a steady improvement in the competitive
position of the industry. This will depend on securirg decisive
reductions in unit cost, including the elimination of some of the
highest cost production, by the adoption of improved techniques
and better farm management. Greater adaptation of what is being
produced to the needs of the market, is also important. The
industry will not secure these results merely by a general increase
in production; markets are already amply supplied and the reduced
outlets for further supplies have become more selective.'

The Government's policy is that in present circumstances gross output, pari-
oularly of milk, pigs and eggs, should not be expanded any further unless
this can be done at substantially lower cost of production and without pre-
judicing the aim of relieving the taxpayer of the increasingly heavy burden
of subsidy cost. This development can only come about gradually. On present
prospects no further expansion in gross output is required. Any further
expansion of net output should depend on economies in the use of resources

and the greater substitution of homegrown for imported feed, including more
and better use of grass and grass products0

4. Details of the estimated costs of the subsidies to home agriculture are

set out in the following table but no adjustment has yet been made in the
current estimates for the determinations following the Annual Review held in.
February 1958 or for the reduction that has been made in the retail price of
milk. As indicated in the note to the table, the net saving from these is
expected to be about L9 million.
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Table showing Analyees of Estimated Agricultural
Support

Subsidies and Farming Grants

Original and
Suppementary Estimatesspp2emnt
Estimates 1958/59
1957/58

I million

I. MIlementation of Agricultural
Price Guaranteas

(a) Oereals:
Wheat and Rye 22.0 17.6
Barley 17.1 16.1
Oats and Mixed Corn 12.2 10.0

(b) Home Produced Eggs 48.5 43,5

(c) Fastock::

Cattle 36.4 37.2
Sheep 10.4 11.69
Pigs 38.9 56.2

(d) Milk (excluding school 12.8 9.3
and welfare milk)

(e) Home Produced Wool 1.5 2.5

(f) Potatoes 8.2 7.4

Total: 208.0 211.7

II.Farmig Grants and Subsidies

(a) General Fertilizers Subsidy 23.6 26.7
(b) Lime Subbidy 10.4 9.8
(c) Grants for Ploughing up

Grassland 9.4 9.4
(d) Field Drainage and Water

Supply Grants 2.9 2.8
(e) Grants for Improvement of

Livestock Rearing Land 1.4 1.7
(f) Marginal Production

Assistance Grants 2.4 2.2
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II. Farming Grants and Subsidies (continued)
Original and
Supplemenary

Estimates
1957/58

(g) Bonus Payments under the Tuberculosis
(Attested Herds) Scheme 1950

(h) Livestock Grants for Improvement of
Breeding

(i) Calf Subsidy
(j) Hill. Sheep and Hill Cattle
(k) Silo Subsidies
(1) Grants for Farm Improvements

Total:

8.2

0.1
12.4
2.8
2.1
0.2

75.9

III.Administrative Overheads Applicable
to I and II above

IV. Other Services

Payment to Exchequer of
Northern Ireland

Estimated Total Cost of
Agriculture Support

toforegoing table:

(i) The figures for 1958/59 do not take account of the changes
announced in the White Paper "Annual Review and Detemiuation of
Guarantees, 19581" (Cmd, 390), savingT.-19.5 million, or of the
reduction of the retail price of milk, adding Tl0.5 million.

(ii) The figures exclude certain small expenditure of the
Ministry of Agriculture of Northern Ireland,

Price Guarantees

5. The payments included in Section I. of the above table are made in

implementation of guarantees to producers in accordance with Parts I of the
Agriculture Acts, 1947 and 1957. The object of these payments is broadly
to meet any deficiency between the market prices obtained by farmers from

the sale of their products and the guaranteed prices determined after an

Annual Review. Various methods are employed to achieve this object.

Estimates

minion

8.8

0.1
12.7
2.9
1.4
5.0

83.5

4.84.7

0.8 1.0

301.0289.4
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oereals.

6. Deficiency payments schemes are in operation. In essence these schemes
provide that if the average price realized by producers in any year for a
product of prescribed quality falls short of the guaranteed price, a deficiency
payment equivalent to the difference between the average price and the guaran-
teed price is payable to the producers of that product.

7., The payments made for cereals in any financial year normally relate to two
crop years. Unit rates of subsidy can accordingly be expressed more realisti-
cally in relation to the crop year. The rates estimated to be payable for the
1957 crops are:

Wheat 8s. 8d. per cwt. (estimate)
Rye 2s. 10d. per cwt. (estimate)
Barley 165s. Od, per acre (estimate)
Oats and mixed corn 105s. Od. per acre (estimate)

Fatstock

8. New procedures were instituted as ffrom5 March 1957 for the Calculation
of guarantee payments on fat cattle, fat sheep and fat pigs. The principal
changes were that in the case of cattle and sheep the rates of guarantee
payments were calculated for each week separately in relation to weekly
instead of annual standard prices and that for cattle, sheep and pigs the
average market prices used for comparison with the standard prices for the
purpose of guarantee payments were calculated by reference to four weeks
actual and four weeks estimated prices instead of actual prices over a
fifty-two week period.

9. Under the 1957/58 Fatstock Guarantee Scheme the following unit rates of
subsidy were paid on fatstock certified:

Cattle 29s. ll1d, per live owt
Sheep 7d. per lb. dressed carcase

weight
Pigs 10s. 8id. per score lbs. deadweight

These unit rates are the average rates paid on animals passing through the
Scheme and do not relate to total sales of fatstock. If related to total
sales of fatatocit the unit rates would be lower, particularly in the case of
cattle and sheep.

Rome produced eggs

10. Since 30 Tune 1957 tho price guarantees for hen and duck eggs have been
made to the British Egg Marketing Board, a producer organization set up under
the Agricultural Marketing Acts 1931-1949, and the Board are responsible for
fixing the prices which they will pay producers for eggs. Flat rates of sub-
sidy for eligible hen and duck eggs representing the difference between the
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guaranteed prices to the Board (which includean allowance for the Board's
administrative and marketing costs) and the estimated average market.prices
for the guarantee year in question are payable to the Board, These subsidy
rates are subject to a'pro'fit and loss sharing arrangement when the actual.
average market prices exceed or fall short of the estimates by more than 2d.
per dozen and to an adjustment in relation to feeding stuffs costs.

11. The unit rate of subsidyon hen eggs for 1957/58 in estiiafted ab approxi-
mately ls 6d, per dozen, which is at the same level as in the previous year.
Following the Annual Review-, 1158, the guaranteed prica for hen eggs to the
Board was reduced by i-d. per dozen; the estimate of the average market price
for 1958/59 was determined at a higher level than the estimate .or 1957/58;
accordingly the basic flat. rate subsidy has been determined at 11.75d. per
dozen for 1958/59, compared with ls. 802db per dozen for 1957/58. It is
estimated, therefore, that the unit rate of subsidy on han eggs will be
materially reduced for 58/59,

12. Imports of eggs in 1957/58 were further reduced; exports during the
year were negligible, due to the higher level of domestic prices and the
export restrictions which came into force on. 1 September 1957 (see para-
graph 38).

Milk

13. Payments are made to the five MilkMarketing Boards in the United
Kingdom (each of which cozares a different part of the country) to meet any
deficit between their net commercial returns and their entitlement under
the guarantee arrangements The guaranteed price for the United Kingdom as
a whole is broken down into separate guaranteed prices to the Boards in the
five areas. In each arsa this guarnteed price applies to a limited quantity
(the "standard quantity") of milk. For the remainder of the milk there is
a lowerr guaranteed prices, which is no more than an estimate of the price
that tho Board will received for milk sold for manufacture in the coning year.
There is also a profit and loss shar-ng arrangement which applies to all
milk in excess of a certain proportion of the standard quantity. In 1957/58
the unit rate of subsidy was approxiritly 1 d. per gallon of milk sold off
farms.

Potatoes

14. The guarantee arrangements for potatoes provide for purchase, at the
appropriate guarantscod support price, of potatoes of the necessary standard
offered by producers to tha Potato erketimng Board in Great Britein (acting
on behalf of the Governmont) or to the Ministry of Agriculture in Northern
Ireland. These potatoes are taken up when they cannot ba sold to.better
advantage by producers in the open miirket, Under a financial agreement
between the Government and the Board, the Board bears aspercontofany
loss incurred in administering the guarantee. The subsidy represents the
losses incurred In .xqplerametiug these arrangements.
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15. The 1957 United Kingdom potato crop amounted to about 5.7 million tons,
It Is lot expected that any of this tonnage will be taken up by the Potato
Marketing Board or the Northern Ireland Ministry of Agriculture under the
guarantes arrangements.

Wool

16. The guaranteed price may be regarded as the fixed gross-return guaranteed
to the Wool Marketing Board for wool collected each year. If. the Boards's
receipts from the wool of a clip exceed the. guaranteed price, then 90 per
cent of the excess is paid into a Stabilization Fund and only 10 per cent
is kept by the Board. If the Board's receipts are less than the guaranteed
price, the difference may be withdrawn by the Board from the Fund. If there
is no credit balance in the Fund or not enough, the deficiency is made good
by the Government; and if the Fund thus becomes in.debt to the Government,
the whole of any subsequent surplus is payable to the Government until this
debt has been discharged. These arrangements are embodied in a financial
agreement between the Government and the Board.

17. As the balance available in the Fundwas exhausted in 1956/57 the defi-
ciency in 1957/58 was paid by the Exchequer to the Board. This amounted to
L2l million or 6.436d. per lb. on wool from the 1957 clip sold by tile Board
during the financial year 1957/58.

Production Grants and Subsidies

18. The production grants and subsidies under Section II of the table are
designed to encourage the development of agricultural efficiency.

19. The nature and effect of the various grants are as follows:

(i) The fertilizer subsidy gives assistance towards expenditure
by farmers on the purchase of fertilizers to improve the
fertility of the soil. The legislative authority is pro-
vided by statutory schemes made under the Agriculture
(Fertilizers) Act, 1952. The rates are determined in the
Light of annual reviews of the economic condition end pros-
pects of the industry. These figures are approximations.
No general figure for compounds can be given.

(ii) The Lima Subsidy gives assistance to farmers to purchase
and spread lime to improve the fertility of the soil. The
legislative authority for the subsidy is the Agricultural
Lime Schemes 1947-1955 made under the Agriculture Acts 1937
and 1947. The current rate of contribution is 60 per cent
with an additional 10 per cent payable in four summer months.
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(iii) Ploughing grants are intended to encourage production of tillage
crops end regular ploughing of leys. The authority is provided
by statutory schemes made annually under the Ploughing Grants
Act 1952. They are paid to occupiers of agricultrual land at the
rate of L7 per acre for the ploughing and subsequent cultivation
of land that has been under grass since before Tune 1955, and
112 per acre for ploughing up and bringing into cultivation
difficult land which has been continuously under grass since
before 1 June 1946.

(iv) Grants for ditching and field drainage are made to encourage
good drainage in the interests of agricultural production. The
statutory authority is the Agriculture (Miscellaneous War Pro-
visions) Act 1940, as amended by later ensctments, The grants
are paid to owners and occupiers at the rate of 50 per cent of
their expenditure. Costs, and therefore, grants, per unit of
work vary widely.

(v) Water supplies grants are made to assist the provisions of water
supplies to farms as a means of benefiting agricultural pro-
duction. The statutory authority is the Agriculture (Miscella-
neous Provisions) Act 1941, as amended by later enactments.
Grants are paid to owners and occupiers of agricultural land
at the rate of 25 per cent and 40 per cant of the cost of pro-
viding supplies from public and private sources respectively;
end to statutory water undertakers of up to 75;per cent of the
estimated value of agricultural benefits. for the laying of waver
mains extensions to farms.

(vi) Grants are made to assist and encourage the improvrment of
holdings in upland areas producing store sheep and cattle, The
grants are not intended to assist milk productions the fattening
of sheep or cattle, or the growing of crops for sale The
authority for the grants is the Hill Farming end Livestosk
Rearing Acts 1946 to 1956. They are paid to owners and occupiers
of eligible land at the rate of 50 per cent -of the cost of improve-
meat. Costs, and therefore grents, per unit of bork vary widely.

(vii) Marginal production assistance enables an eligible farmer to
obtain goods and services at reduced costs in order to carry out
a definite programme of work which is uneconomic for the time
being and the full cost of which could not reasonably be met out
of income without detriment to cther necessary works on the farm.
The assistance may with other grants and aubsidies amount up to
85 per cent of the cost of approved work; the variety of eligible
work and of costs makes it impossible to give any figure for
grant per unit. The authority for the grant derives from schemes
made under the Agriculture Act 1947.
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(viii) Bonus Payments are made as a contribution towards the initial
capital cost to farmers of eradicating bovine tuberculosis
from their herds. The statutory authority is the Tuberculosis
(Attested Herds) Scheme 1950 made under the Diseases of Animals
Act 1950. Payment is made to owners ol.
herds either on milk sales at the rate of 2d. per gallon for four
years followed by a Id. per gallon for two years or at the owner's
option on numbers of cattle at the rate of 62.per head foz four
years followed by El per head for two years.

(ix) Grants are made for the improvement of livestock to owners of
high glass bulls and boars who are willing to make the anialst
services available to other farmers. The amount of grant varies
with the cost of the animal and the period which it remains in
service. The authority for the grant is the Annual Appropriation
Act.

(X) The Calf Subsidy is intended to encourage the rearing of suitable
calves for beef or for breeding for beef. Tho legislative
authority is the Agriculture (Calf Subsidies) Act 1952 and
schemes node thereunder, Payments are made to owners of calves
born In the United Kingdm and which are certified suitable for
the purpose of the subsidy. The rate of subsidy for oalves
born since 1 April 1956 is L8. 10s. Od. per head for steer
oales and 367. 10s. Od. per head for heifer calves.

(I) The Hill Cow Subsidy is intended to encourage farmers In hill
and upland areas to bread store cattle and to improve the land
end is payable to the occupier of the land an which the cattle
are grazed and maintained. The statutory authority is the Hill.
Farming and Livestock Rearing Act 1946 to 1956 and schemes made
thereunder. The rate of subsidy is 10 per head for eligible
cows and in-calf heifers.

(xii) The Hill Sheep Subsidy is intended to preserve the foundation
breeding stocks of hill ewes and is payable to the person who
is responsible for maintaining the flock. The statutory authority
is the Hill Farming and Livestock Rearing Acts 1946 to 1956 and
schemes made thereunder. Whether a. subsidy should be paid, and
if so at what rate, is determined by Ministers in the light of
the economic position of hill farmers in the preceding year.
In 1958 no subsidy was found to be justified.

(xiii) Grants are made for the construction or improvement of silts in
accordance with a scheme rnade under the Agriculture (Silos
Subsidies) Act 1956. The aim is to encourage the more efficient
use of grass and other crops suitable for ensilage, and so save
expenditure on imported feeds. 'The schme sets out standard
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rates of subsidy payable to owners and occupiers of agricultural
land for specified works of construction or improvement.' The
maximum amount payable for works on any one farm is L250.
Certain changes were made in the rates of subsidy under a
Variation Scheme introduced on 20 February 1958, but these do not
affect the general provisions of the Scheme.

(xiv) Under Part II of the Agriculture Act 1957 grants are made towards
the cost of long-term improvements for the benefit of agricultural
land, They are available to owners and tenants of agricultural
land for a wide range of improvements specified in the Act. Grant
is at the rate of one-third of either the actual coat incurred
or, for a number of the more usual improvements, the appropriate
standard cost as specified in regulations made under the Act.
Where both methods of calculating grant are available, the
applicant has the choice. The Act also provides for grants of
one-third towards the cost of certain legal and other trans-
actions necessary for securing the formation of economic units
of land through the amalgamation of uneconomic units wish other
land.

Other Services

20. Under the Agriculture Act 1957 the Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries
and Food may pay to the Exchequer of Northern Iraland sums not exceeding
El,000,000 in any one financial year, for five years commencing 1 April 1957
in respect of expenses incurred by th6 ministryy on Agriculture, Northern
Ireland, in pursuanle of arrangements approved by ministers for the benefit
of agricultural producers in Northern Ireland,

Effects of Food and Aicultural Subsidies

21. The payments set out above form the principal means of implementing
the Govarnment's policy on agriculture. The main objectives of this policy
have already been outlined in peargraph 3. The effect of this policy on
exports has been negligible and has not seriously prejudiced the interests
of other traditional exporters. It fellows from the cell for the greater
end better use of home grown animal feed that United einidom requirements
of -imported feed should be less, but owing to the many imponderable factors
involved, no estimate of likely effect on such requirements can be made.

Flax

22. The Rome Flax Production Scheme has ceased operations and no flax is
now being grown in Great Britan.

23. Flax growing in Northern Ireland, governed by the terms of the Flax Act
(Northern Ireland) 1954, has been on a deereasing scale for some years past
anC the small production does not significantly reduce imports nor, since it
is sold at world prices, does it subsidize exports,
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Forestry
24. The Forestry Act 1919, empowers the Forestry Commissioners subject to
Treasury approval, to "make advances by way of grant or by way of loan . upon
such terms as they think fit, to persons (including local authorities) in respact
of the efforestation (including the replanting) on land belonging to those
persons". Financial assistance to encourage the expansion of private commercial
forestry in the United Kingdom is given to owners of woodlands on the following
basis:

(a) Where the owner dedicates his woodland permanently to forestry
a grant of up to 25 per cent of his operating losses until the
woodland becomes self-supporting, or alternatively El7 per acre
for planting plus an annual contribution of five shillings and
sixpence per acre towards the cost of maintenance over the first
fifteen years.

(b) A grant of 117 per acre for planting woodlands not suitable for
dedication.

(a) A grant of L8. 10s. Od. per acre, or alternatively, two shillings
per tree where not less than one hundred trees are planted in
avenues for planting on land devoted exclusively to poplars.

(d) Where woodlands are considered suitable for dedication and the
owner has not dedicated but is working to a plan of operations
approved by the Forestry Commissioners, half the planting grant
referred to in (a) in respect of any planing carried out in the
woodlands.

(e) A grant in respect of the clearance of unproductive scrub from
land which the owner undertakes to re-stock with trees. The amount
of the grant depends on the net cost of clearance, being 168. 10s. Od.
per acre where this is between 1617 and 127 per acre, and 1.13. 108. Od.
where it exceeds 127 per acre.

25. In addition, payments are made for the timely thinning of young conifer,
hardwood, or mixed plantations at the rate of L3. 15s. Od. per acre, subject
to limits as to either (a) average total height, or (b) average girth at breast
height, Not more than two such payments may be made in respect of the same
stand.

26. The actual amounts paid in grants for the forest year ended 30 September
1957 was 1.630,000. The estimated expenditure for the year ending 30 September
1958 is L740,000.
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Effect on Forestry Subsidies

27. Forestry is a long-term project and it is not thought that grants to
woodland owners can have any effect on imports or exports for at least fifty
years.

Fisheries

Direct Subsidies

28. Under the White Fish and Herring Industries Acts 1953 and 1957, subsidies
are being paid to catchers of white fish (i.e. any fish found in the sea
except herrings, salmon, migratory trout and shellfish) and herrings caught
from British fishing vessels of not more than 140 ft. in length, in certain
waters (between 430 and 630 N, and east of 17 W.)

White Fish

29. Subsidy is at present paid in two parts:

(1) in respect of vessels not exceeding 70 ft. in alenth,
apart from those normally fishing with seine-nets and
making voyages of eight days or more; at a flat rate
of 8d. per stone on white fish landed and sold (other
than by retail) for human consumption;

(ii) in respect of vessels between 70 ft. and 140 ft. in
length and those under 70 ft. in length and normally
fishing with seine-nets but making voyages of eight
days or more, at. a flat rate per day at sea varying
between niland .L22 per day according to the length
of the vessel and method of propulsion.

Payments of subsidy to vessels normally fishing with seine-nets and which
make voyages of eight days or more whether over 70 ft. in length or not, is
usually restricted to days spent at sea between 1 November and 30 April (both
dates inclusive) in any one year, Expenditure in 1957/58 was 362.7 million
end it is expected that for 1958/59 it will be at the same level.

30. This subsidy is also at present paid in two parts:

(i) for vessels not exceeding 40 ft. in length, at a flat rate of
3id. per stone of herring landed;

(ii) in respect of vessels between 40 ft; and 140 ft. in length at
a flat rate per day at sea, varying between L6. 10s. Od. and
1Lb. Os. Od. per day according to the length of the vessel and
its method of propulsion.
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31. The herring subsidy was introduced on 13 May 1957 and from that date
the grant paid to the Herring Industry Board to cover their losses on the
purchase of herrings for conversion to oil and meal ceased. Cost of the
subsidies in 1957/58 was L.32 million whilst the estimated cost in 1958/59
is ;.35 million.

32. Both subsidies are paid to the owner or charterer of the fishing vessel,
but apart from vessels under 40 ft. in length, no vessel can receive both
herring and white fish subsidy,

Grants for fishing vessels

33, Grants and loans are available towards the building of vessels, towards
the conversion of coal-burning vessels to either diesel or oil steam propul-
sion and towards the cost of engine replacement for vessels belonging to
working owners. Loans are also available for reconditioning of vessels, All
forms of assistance are limited to vessels not exceeding 140 ft, in registered
length and to work carried out in the United Kingdom. The grant towards the
building of a new vessel is normally one-quarter of the total expenditure
with a maximum of L30,000 per vessel, Where the owner is a working fisherman
and the cost is L20,000 or less, the grant is at the rate of 30 per cent of
the expenditure with a maximum of L5,000. Working fishermen can also obtain
grants at thb rate of 30 per cent, with a maximum of L1,250 towards the cost
of new engines for existing vessels, The grants available for conversion of
coal burning vessels are one quarter of the total expenditure with a limit
of 17,500 for conversion of a vessels engine boilers from coal firing to
oil firing, or a limit of L10,000 where a complete new engine consuming oil
is installed to replace one which was coal fired. The authorities are the
White Fish and Herring Industry Acts of 1953 and 1957. Loans to fishermen
for assistance in any of the above are normally limited to 60 per cent of
the expenditure to be inourred. The cost of these forms of assistance in
1957/58 was E1.2 million for grants and L306 million for loans whilst it is
estimated that the same expenditure will be incurred in the current financial
year.

Effects of Fisheries Subsidies

34. The white fish subsidy is a temporary measure to help the industry through
the period during which it is re-equipping with modern motor vessels. Its
object is to prevent the diminishing steam fleet from going out of existence
too quickly and to encourage the provision of a continuous and plentiful
supply of white fish. The grants for new vessels and engines and conversions
are designed to encourage and speed up the modernization of the fleet.

35. The distant ater fleet, which catches over 50 per cent of the white
fish landed by B7 Oish vessels, received neither subsidy nor grants towards
new building, and in these circumstances it is impossible to say what precise
effect the assistance given to the near and middle water fleet has had on
either imports or exports of fish
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36. The main aim of the herring subsidy is to attract vessels back from
white fishing and to prevent a further decline in the herring fleet. As with
the white fish subsidy, it will of course be the aim of the herring subsidy
to assist the industry to become self-supporting.

37. The statutory authority to pay herring and white fish subsidy expires
in 1961, though there is the possibility of a further extension to 1963.
Conversion grants are available only up to 1961, and building grants to 1963.

Discussions Sursuant to Paragraph 1 of ArticleXVI

38. At various times, between November 1956 and June 1957, the relationship
between the market prices for eggs in the United Kingdom and prices in Europe
was such that exports of United Kingdom eggs became a commercial proposition.
These exports of eggs which had benefited from the subsidy on British home
production gave rise to protests by the Danish and Netherlands Governments.
Accordingly, after negotiations with those Governments, the United Kingdom
Government undertook to take early action to prevent serious damage to normal
Danish and Dutch export markets by the export of eggs which had benefited
from the subsidy. This action took the form of control by licence from
1 September 1957. The effect of this control is to prohibit the export of
eggs to forty-five countries which have been agreed by the Danish and Nether-
leands Governments to constitute normal Danish and Dutch export markets for
eggs. These countries include most of Europe, and the United States.


